Football Question

American football is popular because there's a lot of action in it and it's a high scoring game. What is it about football (Soccer) that you enjoy? I'm looking for specifics, such as:

Do you like the rules?
The specific challenges? What are the challenges?
Do you like the comraderie of the spectators?
Is that enjoyment still recognisable when you watch on TV?
Football Sample Answer

Football is a game that goes on for 90 minutes excluding injury and added time. This may seem like a lot of time to a normal person, but to us its not enough. Every second is a gift, its a chance to create something out of nothing. Anything can happen! It's more than just arguing with each other. In football we let our feet do the talking. For example in the European cup, when Manchester United were losing to Bayern Munich they came back at the last minute to score two goals. That's one of the big miracles in Football.

It's also way harder to score compared to American Football, I know a one nil score may seem stupid to you, but that's why we love it. The fans nail-biting tension, that's football where a goal needs skill, accuracy, resolve and occasionally a bit of flair we score it!

In football strategies play an important role in the game. The manager or the coach has to choose the correct players and formation during a match. Choosing the wrong players or formation can result in defeat for a team. For example England lost to Croatia by 2 goals, because the manager used a different formation which their players are not used to instead of their regular formation.

If you came to watch two people colliding into each other, you'd be better off watching wrestling, while a less physical person like me can enjoy a game of football without risking an arm or a leg.

When skill, talent and pace combine together you get the beautiful game! Thank you from Malaysia.